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Biology 494: Handout 25, 4 pp. 2 Oct 92 

A Note on Human Diversity 

When I look out my window at the profusion of animals and plants, each of the different species seems quite 
unform compared to the human species, which in contrast seems extremely variable. Why should that be so? 

-- question addressed to RDA recently by a retired U-M physics professor 

This question is related to the most frequent question asked by the class as "Friday questions" last 
year (late in the term) which took the form of how to explain rare or "minority" phenotypes among 
humans. What follows is a response to both the class and the physics professor. You will notice a 
parallel between how population geneticists think about and analyze the underlying genetics of 
populations and how adaptationists think about and analyze variations in the phenotypes of populations. 
Ecologists and behaviorists begin with the tip of the iceberg that is the observable phenotype and have 
to probe imperfectly into the ontogeny, evolutionary history, and genetics of the trait. Geneticists 
used to be restricted to the observable phenotype too, but now they can sometimes engage questions 
about genetic variations more directly, although they cannot often connect what is known more or less 
directly about that (from, say, gel electrophoresis and techniques for analyzing the molecular nature 
of the genetic materials) with what is known about phenotypes and their ultimate functions. They can 
also talk about genetics by using mathematical symbols for phenotypes and genes and the components of 
microevolution. So the geneticists' "tip of the iceberg" is at the other end of the ontogenetic sequence. 
Of course the whole idea is eventually to bring the two approaches together, and combine them, by 
finding out about ontogenies and short-term and long-term evolutionary history. 

There is no "magic formula" for analyzing phenotypic diversity, or unusual phenotypes. One has to 
go through a series of analytical operations to answer the question: Why does this (any) phenotypic 
variant, or why does this diversity, exist? Especially for humans, these operations are sometimes 
extremely difficult to carry out. I will first expand on the "quick" answer I gave to the physics 
professor. Leaving aside rare or unusual phenotypes, I think there are five main kinds of 
contributions to apparent human diversity: 

1. Actually, many other species appear to be diverse enough to compare with the human species. 
Consider trees -- and other plants. One may be able to recognize the different species, but the 
individuals of a species nevertheless are often remarkably diverse, even if the reasons are fairly 
simple (evolved tendencies for each part of the plant to grow or bend toward the most intense light 
might be a frequent cause of overall shape). Many species of arthropods -- and vertebrates such as 
fish and turtles -- vary in size as much or even far more than does the human species. Some social 
species, such as ants, also have many dramatically different forms and functions among their 
phenotypes -- for example, as many as 30 different "castes." 

2. Members of other species probably vary more, compared to human variation, than seems to be 
the case from our point of view, because we are not as sensitive to the variations important to them as 
they are. Sometimes we cannot even tell the sexes or the species apart; but they can. We mainly use 
our eyes: they may use chemicals, songs or other variable traits, some of which we cannot even detect. 

3. Human physical diversity (if not other kinds), even within local populations nowadays, is 
partly a product of earlier wide dispersal of humans across the entire globe, followed by relative 
isolation and consequent genetic divergence of populations separated by oceans, mountains, rivers, and 
deserts. Better means of transportation and increased social tolerance has allowed us to come together 
again. Because of this background, much -- perhaps by far the greatest part -- of our diversity is 
owing to separate geographic histories of populations, and also to creation of new kinds of hybrids or 
mixes by interbreeding since we began to live together again. 

4. I would also argue that there are more different "niches" (roles, ways to "make a living" that 
contribute to their own persistence} in human social situations than in most other species (as I said, 
multiple phenotypes also occur in some other highly social species). 

5. Individuality seems to me likely to have been favored in humans (as it evidently has in some 
other species such as songbirds, and probably cetaceans, these two being the only other vertebrates 
that seem to learn communicative signals quite extensively}. Perhaps as a result many human traits 
(e.g., facial features, hair and balding patterns, ear shape and lobe attachment, eye color, and others) 
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were early discovered to depend on genetic variations and widely used by early geneticists to illustrate 
"Mendelian ratios." Such traits could be selected in a frequency-dependent way because, when rare, 
they confer greater advantages by emphasizing individuality (or familial traits). 

Operations Involved in Understanding Particular Phenotypic Variants 

Following are 1he kinds of alternative hypotheses that must be considered by evolutionary 
biologists (or anyone else) undertaking analyses of low frequency (unusual) behavior or other 
phenotypic variations, such as handedness, homosexuality (or any other unusual aspects of sexual 
orientations or tendencies), suicidal tendencies, schizophrenia, incestuous tendencies, various 
phobias, celibacy, unusual musical, artistic, or mathematical ability, unusual height or body build, 
etc. Actually, these questions would be asked to analyze any phenotypic variants in any species, 
although the emphasis might be different for human traits, partly because there is often great interest 
in how to eliminate or modify or cultivate particular variants, partly because one cannot always 
conduct relevant experiments on humans, and partly because of sensitivity to peoples' feelings. 

Here I will not engage questions of value -- good, bad, right, wrong, or even the feelings of people 
involved in such variations if the analysis comes out one way or another. Also I don't consider selective 
neutrality. The reason for the latter omission is that neutrality seems highly unlikely in any complex 
attribute. This is partly so because it is difficult to imagine how a complex trait could come about or 
be maintained unless it contributed to reproduction (had a function: by its nature contributed to its 
own perpetuation) . A complex attribute, moreover, is likely to involve significant genetic, 
physiological, or developmental costs, just to be produced and maintained in the individual, even if it 
does nothing (else) that is either positive or negative to reproduction. To be neutral, such a trait 
would have to be just beneficial enough precisely to offset such costs. That's possible, but asking a lot. 
Of course, one of the problems is to distinguish "complex" traits, or those with evidence of evolved 
"design," from simple traits that could be no more difficult to produce than, say, a mutant allele. 
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There is a difference, for example, between an unusual phenotype that is merely the extreme on a e 
more or less continuous gradation (hence, could be an accidental combination of different genetic 
elements contributing to production of variants near one end of the continuum) and alternative 
phenotypes differing from one another by a large number of ways (such as male and female) ; yet, even 
if dramatically different, the latter could derive from fairly simple genetic or developmental switch 
mechanisms. 

The following outline discusses homosexuality as a principal example for speculations about 
adaptive significance, because that is the variant previous classes asked about most frequently; but 
any unusual variant could have been used (left-handedness, for example, is a close match in many 
respects, and as Coren indicates, may sometimes have similar or the same developmental origins). 
Someone else might list the questions I ask in a different order -- for example, asking about 
proximate reasons before ultimate ones; I did it this way partly to show that functional questions can 
reasonably be asked at the outset, and may even contribute to unravelling proximate causes if one is 
reasonably astute about evolutionary evidence. The speculations about function, incidentally, are not 
my own ideas and are not intended to be an exhaustive list. 

I. Is the variant (in this case, homosexuality) likely to be adaptive? (Relevant initial information 
might be: Is it a complex trait or variant? Is it regular or erratic in appearance or frequency? Is it 
rstricted to or concentrated in certain kinds of individuals or populations? Does it seem to have any 
obvious reproductive significance?) 

A. If it seems likely to be adaptive, what might (possibly) be its function? 

1. For homosexuality, one hypothesis is the securing of reproduction by subterfuge (for example, 
by becoming an intimate associate of a male who has access to multiple females)? (Tests: This 
hypothesis suggests there will be special patterns of expression -- e.g., among subordinate men, and 
associated with special relations with dominant men. One may test to see if the predicted patterns 
exist, and also ask if there are some possible patterns that if demonstrated would eliminate or falsify 
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the hypothesis). 

2. Assistance to other relatives? (Tests: See above. One question is: If this were the function, why 
didn't nonsexuality evolve, as with workers of eusocial forms that aid collateral relatives; or, if 
sexual at all, why not be heterosexually promiscuous without investing in mates' offspring?) 

B. If there is an adaptive function, what might be the evolved proximate mechanism, or immediate 
reason for its existence or persistence? 

1. Is the variant owing to genetic variation (otherwise said as: is it heritable or is it a genetic 
polymorphism)? In other words, does each phenotype derive from a different set of genes? Is it 
owing to : 

a. heterozygote advantage? 
b. frequency-dependent selection (advantage in rarity)? 
c. microgeographic variations in selection? 
d. cyclic (temporal) variations in selection? 
e. directional selection (in transit, incomplete, temporary)? 
f. previous isolation of populations and their divergence? 

2. Is its expression owing to environmental variations (is it a so-called developmental, 
environmental, or facultative polymorphism) In other words, do the genes provide the capacity to 
produce either phenotype, depending on the developmental environment?. 

a. An internal environmental feature such as hormonal variations? 
b. An external environmental feature such as a learning (or other) experience? 

(1) nonconscious and not remembered 
(2) conscious, even taught, and remembered? 
(3) some other kind of "experience" such as exposure to a chemical or a certain day 

length, or something else 

Note: Any variant obviously will be a product of genes and environment working together; it may be a 
product of both environmental and genetic variations working together; and it can derive from rare 
combinations of the two, possibly in evolutionarily novel environments. 

II. Is the variant maladaptive (an evolutionary "mistake" or an incidental effect of something else that 
is adaptive)? 

A. What are the possible reasons for its expression (Note: If the trait is not an evolved adaptation 
these reasons would not be mechanisms per se). 

1. Is it owing to genetic variation? 

a. Is the expression (variant) suppressed in heterozygotes (recessive}, hence just not 
completely eliminatable by selection? (Test overall frequency should be very low and will likely 
show no large or consistent variations among different populations) 

b. Is it a result of selective compromise? 

(1) a pleiotropic effect of gene(s) otherwise favorable? 
(2) genetic linkage with gene(s) otherwise favorable? 

Note: Again, rare combinations of genes, or of particular genes and particular environments, could be 

responsible. 
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2. Whether associated with genetic variation or not, is it expressed now only because of recent 

novelty in the environment? Novel environments can cause the expression of unusual phenotypes 
because some kinds of genetic variation existed that in the environments of history did not result- in 
this particular variation but in present environments do. 

Regarding homosexuality, is the developmental environment such that early experiences influence 
sexual orientation? I doubt that studies on this question are yet adequate because the significant 
experiences need not be conscious or remembered, hence may be difficult to pinpoint in an organism 
on which experiments cannot be conducted. It is worth noting that phenotypes induced by some kinds of 
environmental differences during development (e.g., hormonal variations in utero) are not 
necessarily more easily changeable or reversible than those caused by genetic differences. 

Notes 
Variations in frequency of homosexuality between the sexes do not necessarily imply an adaptive 

background. Thus, a history of different intensities of sexual competition between the sexes, or 
different degrees or kinds of changes in the developmental environments of the two sexes, could result 
in differing likelihoods of "mistakes" in sexual orientation as a result of early experiences. Also, 
there is no reason to suppose that homosexuality in one sex is owing to the same reasons as 
homosexuality in the other sex. If there are differences in times of onset, frequency, and other 
aspects, then there are reasons to doubt such. 

One interesting question about homosexuality involves some published evidence of fluctuations in 
its frequency in different families or descent lines (in an unpublished comparison of two sets of 
interbreeding families in my own home township in Illinois, one set of approximately 100 men 
included 15 known or suspected homosexual men, the other only one possible case; in the same two 
sets of families, the second set included two known homosexual females, the other none). Evidence for 
such variations has to be matched against other indications that homosexuality exists at apparently 
similar frequencies in a wide variety of cultures. I am not sure (yet) what such variations, or such 
uniformity, means with respect to the various alternatives listed above. 

Another question is the possibility of linkage of homosexuality (or any phenotypic variant) with a 
different variant; thus, homosexuality, schizophrenia, and left-handedness all are often linked with 
unusual imagination or high intellectual output (see Coren, 1991 ). Linkage or pleiotropic effects 
could be involved if such connections were demonstrated, or, possibly, some particular ontogenetic 
"recombination" of complex aspects of the phenotype (e.g., involving functions of the two halves of the 
brain -- see Coren) could be responsible. In all of these phenotypes, one can see the possibility that 
initially "breakouts" in the canalization of development may have occurred, with, in these cases, 
fairly simple or easy alternatives to the usual phenotype existing, which have become the new 
phenotypes. Such breakouts can be seen as analogous to mutant alleles, or perhaps better to 
polyploidy, which also can create dramatically different phenotypes (and, in polyploidy, genotypes) 
more or less instantaneously. The next question is the same as with mutant alleles: what happens to 
the novel phenotypes? They can be favored, disfavored, or neutral. I am a little uneasy about the 
proposition that the human species is tolerating as high a frequency of unfavorable minority 
phenotypes through maladaptive developmental accidents as would be suggested by considering 
left-handedness, homosexuality, and a few others together -- say, in the vicinity of 25% ?I It may 
not be unreasonable to believe that some of these "accidentally" produced phenotypes have 
subsequently been maintained by frequency-dependent or other kinds of selection, particularly since, 
as said, some of them (e.g., lefties, homosexuals, and schizophrenics) are over-represented among 
portions of the human population generally regarded as remarkably productive or creative (in sports, 
music, academia, etc.). The question is: If they are so maintained, precisely what is going on? 

Here is a good reference on one kind of human polymorphism, the "minority phenotype" of 
left-handedness. It summarizes results on nearly all of the above possibilities, and as well relates 
left-handedness to other minority phenotypes, such as homosexuality. Did you watch Prime Time Live, 
last night? It dealt briefly with this topic. 

Coren, Stanley. 1991. The Left-Hander Syndrome. The Causes and Consequences of 
Left-Handedness. New York: The Free Press. 
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